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Introduction 

Welcome to midiDREAMs! 

midiDREAMs is a collection of two easy to use but powerful AUv3 MIDI step sequencer 
plugins for the iPad. The first AUv3 plugin, midiDREAMs, is based on classic monophonic 
analog step sequencers that used sliders or knobs to set pitch, switches to set note 
triggers, and sometimes also included features like skip, reset, and ratcheting. Along with 
midiDREAMs I’ve included a bonus AUv3 plugin called midiDRUMs that is based on the 
x0x and grid style sequencers that are used to sequence drum machines. When you 
download the midiDREAMs app, both of these plugins will appear in your MIDI AUv3 
hosts. 

These two sequencers were also inspired by the first two music apps that I wrote ten years 
ago for Synthetic Bits: the FunkBox drum machine and the Little MIDI Machine step 
sequencer. These apps were written back in the wild early days of iOS music apps, way 
before audio units existed, before you could use multiple apps together with AudioBus, 
before Core MIDI was even added. When adapting my sequencer app midiSTEPs to be an 
AUv3 plugin, I quickly ran into some roadblocks and my solution to get past them was to 
start over and write simpler AUv3 sequencers from scratch. So I went back to my first two 
music apps and made some quick and basic audio unit versions of their sequencers. 

Once the midiSTEPs AUv3 update was done it turned out that I was still using the 
prototypes of midiDREAMs and midiDRUMs in my own music making alongside 
midiSTEPs. The fact that they had been designed and created as AUv3s made them easy 
and fun to use, and they had a different feel and gave different results than midiSTEPs. So 
I decided to polish them up, add a few more features, and release them as their own thing. 

That’s what these two plugins are: simple MIDI sequencers that were built from the ground 
up - their features and internal programming and user interface - to create music in an iOS 
AUv3 environment. They work well sending notes to AU instruments as well as external 
MIDI instruments. The core features are intended to be simple to use, with some 
surprisingly complicated bonus features hidden away if you look. But if you just want to 
create a quick song sketch or jam that’s easy to do, too. 

Thanks for buying midiDREAMs! I hope you have a lot of fun making a lot of great music 
with these sequencers. 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Using an AUv3 plugin sequencer 

Full screen UI vs default size AU 

The user interface of both the midiDREAMs and midiDRUMs plugins adjust to fit the size of 
the window that the AUv3 host provides it. Depending on that size the midiDREAMS and 
midiDRUMs plugins will either use a full screen style UI or a window with a shorter and 
wider interface as shown below: 

Some hosts like AUM allow you to manually adjust the size of this window. In AUM, just 
double tap the top of the window where it says “midiDREAMs sequencer” and it will go full 
size. Or tap and drag the lower right corner of the window to make it exactly the size you 
want. 

I recommend using the full size interface when possible just to have as many sequence 
parameters available to adjust as possible. However, the user interfaces of these plugins 
were designed from the ground up to also work well in the default short and wide UI mode 
and there are certainly situations where that’s the one to use. For example, if you want to 
look at multiple sequencers on the screen at the same time, or look at both the sequencer 
and the audio AUv3 synth plugin it is sending notes to, the smaller UI may be the way to 
go. 
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Loading into a MIDI AUv3 host 

To use either the midiDREAMs or midiDRUMs MIDI AUv3 plugins, you need to load them 
into an AUv3 Host and then connect them to a synthesizer plugin or external MIDI 
destination. How you do this varies by host, I’ll give a few quick instructions for some of 
the more popular hosts but if you haven’t done it before it will require a certain amount of 
experimentation. Once you get the hang of it, it’s quick and painless. 

Or if you prefer to see it in action, in the standalone midiDREAMs app there is a button that 
links to a YouTube video that shows all this for both AB3 and AUM. 

Audiobus 3 app


Audiobus 3 is probably the easiest host to set up, so if you are trying this for the first time 
and own AB3, I’d recommend starting with that. 

First move from the AUDIO section to the MIDI section by pressing the MIDI button in the 
lower left of the screen. Next press the rounded square with the plus in the middle labelled 
INPUT. A list of apps and destinations pops up. Make sure you are looking at the “Audio 
Units”, tap the right most tab on the bottom of the list window. 

Choose “midiDREAMs sequencer” with a black and orange icon from the list. The icon 
should then fill the rounded square. Tap that icon square and the midiDREAMs UI will 
appear. Tap some of the circles directly below the sliders, this turns individual steps on and 
off. By default step 1 is already on, turn a few more on so the sequencer is sending out a 
few notes. Close the interface by tapping the X in a circle button in the upper left of the 
screen. 

Look at the midiDREAMs icon square again and notice how it is connected to two other 
squares with plusses in them. Tap the square that is connected on the far right, and add a 
synthesizer audio unit to use as a destination. 

Tap the PLAY button in Audiobus, the sideways triangle on the bottom at the center. 
midiDREAMs should start sending MIDI notes to your synth plugin and you should hear 
them playing. 
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AUM app


AUM is a very flexible, modular host that is a good choice if you are using several instances 
of midiDREAMs and midiDRUMs simultaneously and want to see them all at once. It’s a 
little more complicated to set up but not too bad and once you’ve figured out how to make 
it work it all makes sense and becomes pretty easy. 

First tap the square with the orange plus on it in the middle of the screen. Then tap “+ 
MIDI”. Now tap the white circle with the white plus on it at the top of the column. Next tap 
“Audio Unit MIDI Processor”. Scroll down until you find the blue icon named “midiDREAMs 
sequencer”, in the “ART KERNS” section, and tap that entry. 

You should now have the blue midiDREAMs icon in the circle at the top of the column. Tap 
it to open the midiDREAMs window. Double tap the grey title bar of the window where it 
says “midiDREAMs sequencer” to get the full screen interface. Enter a few notes into 
midiDREAMs by tapping some of its keyboard keys. 

Next, connect the midiDREAMs sequencer output to a synthesizer plugins input using 
AUM’s MIDI ROUTING menu, which you can bring up by tapping the icon that looks like a 
reverse S in the top right. 

Finally press AUM’s sideways triangle START button in the upper left of the screen. 
midiDREAMs should start sending MIDI notes to your synth plugin and you should hear 
them playing. 

Other MIDI AUv3 host apps


You can also use midiDREAMs in other MIDI AUv3 hosts such as ApeMatrix, Cubasis 3, 
Nanostudio 2, etc. Some are easier to set up than others but if you know the basics of 
loading midiDREAMs to send notes, loading a synthesizer AU to make sounds, and 
connecting them together, with some experimenting you should be able to figure things 
out and get it working. 
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AUv3 features of midiDREAMs and midiDRUMs 

As mentioned in the introduction, midiDREAMs and midiDRUMs were designed from the 
beginning to be iOS MIDI AUv3 sequencers. Through every step of their development their 
features and UI were designed and tested to be easily used within an AUv3 host on an 
iPad. 

Using the AUv3 host timeline

When using the midiDREAMs and midiDRUMs MIDI AUv3 plugins, timing and 
synchronization are handled by the AUv3 host app. Starting and stopping the sequencer 
happens when the host’s timeline is started and stopped. The tempo and any sync with 
Ableton Link are handled by the host. All sequencer related timing synchronization, such 
as changing patterns on a particular bar or beat, is based on the timeline of the host. 

Save and load via AU presets

The saving of midiDREAMs and midiDRUMs sequences is handled by the host using audio 
unit preset management. You will need to learn how to load and save presets and states 
within the interface of your AUv3 host of choice to save your midiDREAMs sequences. The 
good news is that when you create a song out of multiple sequencer, synthesizer and 
effects plugins and save it to the host, the whole setup can all be recalled easily at one 
time and you can start right back up where you left off with the same sequences and 
synthesizer sounds. 
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AU parameter control

You can access midiDREAMs and midiDRUMs AU parameters such as sequence step, 
current pattern, note speed, gate trigger, key maps to sequencer buttons, etc and your 
host should allow you to map these parameters to any MIDI controller or even another 
MIDI AUv3 plugin effect. 

For instance, if you’re using my midiLFOs modulator plugin alongside midiDREAMs, you 
can have one LFO of the midiLFOs plugin randomly pick new patterns to switch to, while 
another LFO triggers the sequencer gate, a third LFO changes  the default note velocity 
and the fourth occasionally resets the sequence. You can also map a MIDI controller to the 
note sliders and the gate, skip, and other buttons so that you are mostly using 
midiDREAMs without touching the iPad. 
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midiDREAMs analog-style step sequencer 

midiDREAMs is a MIDI AUv3 recreation of a classic analog-style step sequencer, made in 
the late 1960’s and 1970’s by companies like Moog, Arp, Buchla, EML, Korg and Roland, 
and famously used by electronic bands such as Tangerine Dream and Klaus Schulze back 
in the 70’s. These modular sequencers played relatively short, repeating melodic phrases 
that could be altered subtly or drastically in real time with sliders, knobs and buttons to 
create live modular synthesizer performances that could go back and forth between 
repetitive trances, wild semi-random improvisations, and everywhere in between. Using 
features like muting steps, varying sequence length, skipping steps, changing note speed, 
ratcheting steps, etc as the sequence played and as the synthesizer patch was also 
tweaked allowed the sequencer to become an instrument rather than just a static playback 
device, while still retaining a distinctive rhythmic repetitive feel. 

midiDREAMs is also a recreation of Little MIDI Machine, my first MIDI app for iOS. LMM 
came out ten years ago, which was before iOS even included official MIDI support. Using 
the Line 6 MIDI interface and SDK connected to the first iPad, Little MIDI Machine 
emulated the same early analog-style step sequencers described above, with a similar 
virtual slider and button interface (and color scheme!) as midiDREAMs. Little MIDI Machine 
was not only my first MIDI app, it was also the first MIDI sequencer ever released on iOS. 
Later came official iOS MIDI support with CoreMIDI, and also AudioBus which allowed 
multiple audio apps to run simultaneously, both of which made Little MIDI even more 
useful. Eventually the app was discontinued when one of the never-ending yearly parade of 
iOS version upgrades finally broke it and due to some App Store UI requirements it was 
not easy to update and fix. But now it’s back in spirit in a slightly different form as 
midiDREAMs, an AUv3 MIDI plugin you can use in AudioBus, AUM, Cubasis and other 
hosts to control both iPad synth apps and external hardware synthesizers. 

Main sequencer page 

The main sequencer page of midiDREAMs is where you create your sequences. At the top 
there are sixteen sliders that are used to set the note pitch, note velocity, note length and 
note probability of each step in the sequence. The four buttons in the upper left corner 
determine which of these parameters the sliders are currently setting. The sliders are also 
color coded to let you know how they are currently configured: orange for note pitch, 
yellow for velocity, green for length, and blue for probability (or a MIDI CC). 
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Directly below the sixteen sliders are sixteen gate buttons that determine whether the note 
for that particular step is played or is a rest. And below that are even more additional 
buttons to change the sequence in various ways. Let’s talk a little about all these rows of 
sliders and buttons. 

Sliders 

The sliders are the key to the midiDREAMs interface. Moving the sliders changes the pitch 
of the notes in the sequence, when the sliders are colored orange in “note pitch” mode. 
Using the Slider configuration buttons, you can also change the sliders to control the 
velocity, length or probability of each individual step. 

Touch the center circle of the slider and move it up and down to change the pitch of each 
step to the value you want to set it to. As you move a slider an indication will pop up to tell 
you what note or velocity/length/probability value you are changing it to. 

The sliders are restricted to being set to one of 15 notes in two octaves of a specific 
musical key. Use the Settings menu to change the musical key and octave they are set to. 
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Slider configuration buttons 

The four slider configuration buttons allow you to set what parameter the sliders will 
control. The sliders will change color to help remind you what they are currently controlling. 
Note pitch will turn the sliders orange, Velocity will turn them yellow, Length sliders are 
green, Probability sliders are blue. 

The blue Probability sliders can also be configured in the Settings menu to instead send a 
MIDI CC message with a certain value for that step. 

Gate buttons 

The circular Gate buttons directly below the sliders are used to turn a step on and off. A 
bright orange circle represents a step that is active and will send a MIDI note. A dim 
orange circle means the step is inactive and no note will be sent. An empty gray circle 
represents a skipped step, which is inactive but also is not a rest, the step after is 
immediately used instead. A filled gray circle means the step is outside the current bounds 
of the sequence, for example if the sequence length is 12 and you are looking at step 13, 
step 13 will never be active because the sequence will always reset to step 1 after step 12. 

Peel left and peek right buttons 

The grey  <  and  >  buttons give you access to sequence steps higher than 1-16. Tapping 
these buttons move you minus or plus 16 steps through the available 64 steps per 
sequence. Note that by default the end of a sequence is set to be step 16, so higher steps 
will be gray and will not be played. You can use the Sequence End (length) buttons to 
change the last step in the sequence. 

More parameters page button (short and wide UI mode only) 

The dim orange V button, located at the bottom of the window to the left of the Peek Left 
< button, gives you access to another page of more sequence parameters. These buttons 
are the same ones in the lower half of the full screen UI mode window. 

You can get back to the main sliders sequence page by pressing the dim orange  ^  
button located at the tis left of the window. 

Sequence end (length) buttons 
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The Sequence End buttons allow you to dynamically set the last step in the sequence. 
When the sequence is playing, steps will increment until they reach this last step and will 
then reset back to the first step. By tapping these buttons you can shorten the sequence, 
for example by touching the 12 button in this row you make the sequence length equal to 
12 steps. You can also increase the length of the sequence if you use the Peek Right 
button to access steps greater than 16, for example tapping Peek Right and then tapping 
the 32 buttons will double the length of the sequence to 32.  

In the short and wide UI mode these buttons are located on the More Parameters Page of 
buttons accessed from the Main Slider Page with the dim orange V button. 

Skip buttons 

The row of  >>  buttons allows you to dynamically skip individual steps in the sequence. A 
skipped step is not only muted, the sequencer will automatically skip to the next step and 
play it at the time it would have played the skip step. This essentially reduces the length of 
the sequence by 1. So a sequence of 16 steps, one of which is muted, will have a length 
of 15 as long as that one step is muted. If multiple steps are muted, multiple steps will be 
removed from the length. 

The skip buttons are also a way to set the start of the sequence to something other than 
Step 1. If you skip the first four steps of a 16 step sequence, you essentially now have a 
sequence of length 12 that goes from Steps 5 to 16. 

Adding and removing steps dynamically can take the sequence out of lock-step sync with 
other sequencers you might have running which can make things more interesting. If they 
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get too interesting, make sure all the steps are un-skipped and then use the Re-Sync 
button to get everything back in sync. 

Sequence configuration buttons 

The row of sequence configuration buttons are there to make it easier to quickly set up the 
sequencer the way you want, and also modify the sequence as it plays so it can be 
tweaked and used as an instrument in real time. All the configuration settings that can be 
found here can also be found in the settings menu, they’ve just also been placed here to 
be easier to find and use quickly. 

Sequence speed selection buttons


Set the speed of an individual step in the sequence, from very slow (one step every 4 bars) 
to very fast bursts of notes (a 1/32nd note per step). You can change this in real time as 
the sequence plays to make things more interesting but you may eventually find yourself 
out of sync. If that’s not where you want to be you can use the re-sync button to get back 
to a synced position at the normal speed. 

Sequence direction selection buttons


The Sequence Direction selection buttons allow you to set the direction the sequencer will 
move as it plays steps. Forward (right arrow) is the default direction. Backward (left arrow), 
Ping Pong (both arrows) and Random (question mark) are also available.  This is another 
parameter that is fun to change around in real time as the sequencer plays to make things 
a little more interesting. And then when you’re done being “interesting”, you might want to 
use the re-sync button to bring things back to “actually musical”. Or not, your call. 

Ratchet Lock


Ratcheting is an analog sequencer technique that fills a step with multiple shorter notes of 
that step. So if your sequence normally goes C D E, with ratcheting you would get quick 
bursts of four notes per step, C C C C D D D D E E E E, in the same amount of time as 
those original three steps. 

When this button is pressed and Ratcheting is locked, all steps will be ratcheted in this 
way. In the Settings popover you can set whether you want the ratcheting to be 2, 3 or 4 
notes. 
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Turning this on and off in real time as the sequence plays can make things, yes you 
guessed it, more interesting. 

Another way to control ratcheting is through the Probability set of sliders. If set to control 
Ratcheting, they do a randomized ratcheting per step so that, for example, you can set 
Step 1 to ratchet 50% of the time and step 5 to ratchet 33% of the time. 

The Ratchet Lock button takes priority over ratchet probability, if Ratchet Lock is on it will 
always be on. 

Re-Sync button


The Re-Sync button is used to bring the midiDREAMs sequencer back in sync with your 
AU host’s timeline. You will see a bar below the button move from left to right as the sync 
point approaches, once it is reached the sequencer will reset to step 1 and start over from 
there, re-syncing things. 

This button has been referenced several times before as bringing things back to normal 
after you use various functions to make things more interesting. That is it’s primary intent, 
to allow you to have a stretch of time where you play around and experiment with 
sequence lengths, skips, note speeds, directions, etc and then once you’re done get 
things back to sounding normal. Of course if you aren’t interested in normal you don’t ever 
have to press it. But it’s here for you if things start to get a little too weird. 

You can set the sync boundary divider, which is how soon after you press the button 
things will get back in sync, in the Settings menu. Longer settings will wait for the end of 
several bars to reset things, shorter settings will get there quicker. 

The Resync button is also available in the Tools popover menu. 

Sequence length lock


The sequence length lock button is used to un-link and un-lock the current step of the four 
different sliders: note, velocity, length, and probability. If they are unlocked, instead of 
sharing the same current step they will each operate independently with their own 
sequence lengths and current sequence steps. This allows you to, for instance, have a 
sequence that has 16 different note pitches, 13 velocities, 11 lengths, and 10 probabilities. 
When a given note fires off, the pitch may be from the slider at step 5, the velocity from the 
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slider at step 3, the length from 2, the probability from 1. If the sequencers have different 
lengths, they will fall in and out of sync making the resulting sequence a lot less repetitive, 
since they can be set up to rarely play a step with the exact same pitch/velocity/length/
probability. You can read more about this in the Ideas section. 

Tapping this button turns the sequence length lock on and off. If it’s locked, all four parts of 
the sequencer are linked together and always use the same step. 

Tools button 

The tools button will bring up the tools popup menu, which allows you to manipulate your 
sequence in various ways such as moving all the notes up and down, shifting their 
positions, randomizing them, and duplicating them. For more information on this refer to 
the Tools popup menu section. 

Settings button 

The pattern select buttons allow you to choose a different sequence pattern. You can have 
up to 16 patterns that you switch between as the sequencer plays to create songs. Press 
the pattern number to change to the pattern you wish to record or play back. 

Pattern select buttons 

The pattern select buttons allow you to choose a different sequence pattern. You can have 
up to 16 patterns that you switch between as the sequencer plays to create songs. Press 
the pattern number to change to the pattern you wish to record or play back. 

If the sequencer is not currently playing, the pattern switches immediately. 

There are various settings that determine when a currently playing pattern will change to 
the next pattern that’s been selected. The sequencer can move to the next pattern 
immediately, wait for the current pattern to finish before switching, or wait to synchronize 
before switching. These settings are contained in the Options popup menu that comes up 
when you press the Options button in the lower toolbar, and will be explained in more 
detail later in the manual. 
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midiDREAMs popover menus 

Tools popover menu 
 

The Tools popover menu appears when you tap the Tools button in the top toolbar, as 
seen above. Each of the buttons in the menu activates a particular sequence tool function, 
that will transform the sequence steps in the current pattern in a particular way. The 
various tools are described below: 

Shift left and right tools

The shift left and shift right tools allow you to rotate the steps in the current sequence 
pattern. When rotating left, the note and CC data in each step will be moved to the step to 
its left, with the exception of the first step that will be moved to the last. So, for example, if 
you have four steps A B C D, and shift left, your new sequence will look like B C D A. 

Shift up and down tools

The note up and note down tools allow you to change the pitch of all steps in the 
sequence, moving them up or down by an octave. Since the sliders have a limited number 
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of positions, the shifting will wrap around. The key and octave remain unchanged, just the 
position of the sliders changes. 

Copy and paste pattern tool

The copy and paste pattern tools allow you to move sequences between patterns. Copy 
will make a copy of the current pattern and put it in a buffer. Close the tools popup, move 
to a new pattern by pressing a different pattern button, then go back into Tools and tap 
paste pattern to move the sequence to the new pattern. 

If you choose ALL then all the parts of the sequence will be copied. You can also choose 
to copy only the note PITCH, VEL velocity, LEN length, or PROB probability part of the 
sequence. Whatever was copied last is what will be pasted. 

Clear patterns tool

The Clear Pattern tool works similarly to the copy/paste tool, except you will be clearing 
out all or parts of the current pattern. ALL will reset the whole pattern, PITCH just the 
notes, VEL just the velocity, LEN the length, PROB the probability. When you reset the VEL 
and LEN parts, all steps will start using the default note length and velocity until you set 
manual slider values for each step again. PROB will default to never muting the note on 
that step, or if it is set to CC, never sending a CC for that step. 

Double pattern length tool, 16->32

The Pattern Length tool is a utility function used to quickly double the length of a pattern. If 
you have created a 16 bar pattern, tapping 16->32 will copy data from the 1-16 steps into 
steps 17-32 and set the pattern length to 32. This can be useful to then tweak the second 
set of steps 17-32, perhaps with an extra note or two, or fewer notes, so that your 32 step 
pattern is similar to the original 16 steps with a little variation or fill. 

Re-sync button

The Re-sync button here is the same as the Re-sync button described above that appears 
in the larger full screen UI and on the second More Parameters page. It also appears here 
to be consistent with the midiDRUMs interface but you’re probably better off using the 
other Re-sync button. It is used to reset and re-synchronize the sequencer to the AU host 
timeline. 
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Settings popover menu 

The Settings popover menu is where you will configure the various sequencer parameters 
of midiDREAMs to make it work exactly the way you want. Some of the settings you can 
configure here are also available in various other places in the app but you will also find 
them all in one place here. 

SLIDERS tab 

Musical Key Scale configuration

In Note Pitch mode, the orange midiDREAMs sliders can be set to one of 15 different 
pitches that are marked with notches next to the sliders. What those 15 pitches represent 
is configured using the Key Scale buttons in the Step tab. 

The note represented by the center position of the slider is configured using the note 
buttons (C C# D D# etc) and the octave buttons between -1 and 6. The type of scale, 
MAJor, MINor, PENtatonic or ALL notes is also set here. 

If set to a major scale, and the center note is set to C4, the slider values will represent C3 
at the bottom to C5 at the top, with all notes in between in the key of C major. Minor will 
also go from C3 to C5 but the notes in between will be in a minor key. 

Pentatonic with a center note of C4 will not be an even octave up and down since there 
are 5 notes in the scale rather than 7, but it works similarly. All represents no scale so all 
steps will be included. 
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Default Key vs Pattern Key

Below the Key Scale buttons there are two buttons named DEFAULT and PATTERN. 
These allow you to change the musical key on a pattern by pattern basis if you wish. By 
default, the DEFAULT pattern will be used for all sequences, of course. If you tap PATTERN 
then the current pattern will be set to whichever key, root and octave you choose but only 
for that pattern. You can switch back to the default by tapping DEFAULT. 

In this way you can easily configure some or all of your patterns to use different musical 
keys. 

Default note LENgth slider

The green note length slider sets how long each sequence step note in the pattern 
sequence will play for, unless manually set. Moving the slider down means the note will be 
very short, moving it all the way up means the note will last just a little longer than one 
step, allowing you to program in tied steps. You can also set the length of each individual 
step on the main sequencer page by switching to the green note length sliders. But if a 
given step isn’t set on the main sequencer page, it will use this slider’s default note length 
value. 

Default note VELocity slider

The yellow default velocity slider sets the default velocity amount to use when sending the 
MIDI notes for a sequence step. You can over-write this value, per step, by switching to 
the yellow velocity sliders on the main sequencer page and setting some or all of the steps 
to specific values. If nothing has been set, this default value is used. 

RANdom-Length variation slider

The Random length slider lets you create a little automatic random variation in the length of 
all the notes being played in your sequence. You can add some randomness to the note 
length of each note by moving the slider up. All the way down is no random variation, 
sliding all the way up gives you extreme randomness. 

RANdom-Velocity variation slider

The Random velocity slider works similarly to the random length slider, it will add some 
random variation to the velocity of each note that is sent out. Down is no variation, up is 
very random. 
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RANdom-CC variation slider

The Random CC slider also works similarly to the random length and velocity sliders. If you 
have re-assigned the blue sliders to send a MIDI CC per step (instead of probability), this 
slider will add some random variation to the value of each CC that is sent out. Down is no 
variation, up is very random. 

PROB/CC selector

The PROB/CC selector lets you choose what the fourth blue set of sliders on the main 
sequencer page will control. By default it sets the probability that a given step will be 
muted. Here you can change that so it controls the probability for that step to be 
ratcheted, skipped, or cause the sequencer to reset back to the first step. You can also 
choose to instead have this row send a MIDI CC message, for instance to control the 
cutoff filter of your synth with a different specific value for every step. 

SEQUENCE tab 

Note Direction selector

The Note Direction selector allows you to set the direction the sequencer will move as it 
plays steps. Forward (right arrow) is the default direction. Backward (left arrow), Ping Pong 
(both arrows) and Random (question mark) are also available. This parameter is also 
available to be tweaked on the main sequencer page and is probably best tweaked there 
while playing live, but its also available to be set here too. 
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Note Speed Division selector

The Note Speed option lets you set how long each step lasts as a division of the overall 
clock. You can set it anywhere from four whole notes (a very long note) to a 1/32 note (a 
very short note). 

Increment steps toggle buttons

The Increment Steps toggle buttons are used for a pretty specific purpose that you 
generally won’t need to tweak. You usually want these to be bright orange, meaning that 
steps for each of the four sliders increment normally from step to step. The specific 
situation you want to turn them off is if you are using AU parameters to manually control 
the sequence step of that particular set of slider’s sequencer. For example if you might 
have my app midiLFOs send a MIDI CC that controls the AU parameter for Velocity 
Sequence Step. The LFO will be manually moving which slider step is currently being used 
for the velocity of outgoing notes back and forth. Disabling this increment will give that LFO 
total control over the sequence step, after that velocity step is used it is not incremented to 
the next one it just stays where it is until the LFO moves it again. Basically the purpose is 
to allow slow manual control of one (or all if you really want to) of the four current steps. 

Not interested in all that nonsense? Don’t worry about it, just don’t mess with these 
buttons and things will work normally. 

Vel/len/prob sequence length lock option buttons

These three selectors control how the steps for the four sliders are linked and locked. 
Normally, in LOCK mode, all the steps for all the sliders are always the same and locked 
together. Playing step 3? You use the pitch set on the third orange slider, the velocity of the 
third yellow slider, the length of the third green slider, probability of the third blue slider. 

If you instead choose CLOCK, these slider steps can now be independent of each other. 
When you set the length of each sequence, you will now need to set a length for all four 
slider parts. Pitch may have 8 steps, velocity 7, length 6, probability will be 5 steps long. 
As the sequencers start running and resetting back to step 1 at different times, they will go 
out of sync and when a note using the pitch for slider 4, the velocity may be at step 2, the 
length at step 5, the probability at step 1. This can give interesting results since the 
repeating sequence is no longer quite as exactly repeating. 

Setting the control to INCR works similarly, except instead of a clock your are incrementing 
velocity, length and probability sequence steps only when a note is played. So if your pitch 
sequence has 16 steps but only 4 of the steps are active, the other sliders will only move 
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forward four times for each time the pitch slider moves 16. This allows you to fill their 
sequences with more control values, for example to gradually increase and decrease. 

Ratchet Lock toggle button

Ratcheting is an analog sequencer technique that fills a step with multiple shorter notes of 
that step. This button toggles ratcheting to always be on or off. There is an identical 
Ratchet Lock button in the Sequencer Configuration row on the main sequencer page (or 
the extra parameters page if you are using the short and wide UI). Ratcheting is described 
in more detail in that button description a few pages back. 

Ratchet speed selector buttons

The ratchet speed selector determines how many notes to add to the step that is being 
ratcheted: 2, 3 or 4. The note lengths and timing will be divided by this speed value, for 
example when set to 4 you will get 4 notes triggered for each ratcheted step, each with 
1/4 the note length and triggered 4 times as fast as a normal step. 

Swing slider

Sliding the swing slider sets the Swing amount of the sequencer. 50 is no swing, all steps 
are equal length. 75 is super swung, very long steps follow by very short ones. 62-66 is 
about right if you’re looking for something nice and groovy. Every other note is swung, so 
the note speed division will affect the swing speed. 1/16 speed notes means 1/16 swing, 
1/8 notes is 1/8 swing, etc. 
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MIDI/SYNC tab 

MIDI output channel

The MIDI output channel selector allows you to pick which MIDI channel to use to send 
your MIDI notes and CCs. If you are connecting midiDREAMs to an AU instrument plugin 
such as Minimoog D, you shouldn’t need to change this since they typically accept 
channel 1 or all channels. If you are using midiDREAMs to connect to a hardware MIDI 
interface and control hardware synthesizers, you will likely want to change this output 
channel to match what your synthesizer is expecting to see. If you have multiple synths 
connected to the same interface, this channel is how you will distinguish between them so 
all your synths aren’t playing the same notes. MIDI output channel from here matches MIDI 
input channel on your synth. 

MIDI Panic

The MIDI Panic button sends a MIDI Panic message to the output. Most synthesizers and 
other MIDI devices will respond to this by stopping what they’re doing and turning off all 
currently playing notes. This is useful if you have somehow ended up with droning stuck 
MIDI notes and want to turn them off. 

Clock trigger selector

The clock source selector determines when the sequencer moves from step to step and 
sends out MIDI notes. Clock mode is the normal mode and is tied to the AUv3 host app’s 
timeline. When you start the host, the midiDREAMs sequencer will start in sync. Gate 
mode uses incoming MIDI notes to clock the sequencer. You will need to be in Play - 
Control mode to receive the C1 MIDI note (some controllers/hosts such as the AUM 
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keyboard use a notation an octave higher for that same note and call it C2) that will trigger 
the sequencer to move forward a step. Alternately, you can use the Gate Trigger AU 
parameter in any mode for the gate. 

MIDI Note Input selector

The MIDI Note Input selector allows you to choose how incoming MIDI notes sent to the 
midiDREAMs AUv3 plugin will be handled. 

In Control mode, incoming notes control the current pattern and allow you to transpose 
sequences. MIDI notes 12-27 correspond to patterns 1-16, when these notes are received 
its equivalent to pressing that pattern button. MIDI note 36 controls the gate input, in this 
mode this is the only note that will trigger the gate and advance the sequencer if Clock 
Trigger has been set to gate. MIDI notes 48-72, centered on MIDI note 60, will transpose 
the sequence -/+ 12 semitones. In the middle of this range, MIDI note x will play your 
sequence normally at the normal pitch. At the low end of the range, MIDI note 48 plays 
your sequence -12 semitones, an octave down. At the high end, MIDI note 72, your 
sequence is played at +12 semitones or one octave up.   

Gate mode is intended to be used when Clock Trigger has been set to gate. In Gate mode 
any MIDI note received will trigger the gate, which if you are in the gate Clock Trigger mode 
means the sequencer will advance. While Control mode has a specific MIDI note to do 
this, the advantage of Gate mode is if you don’t need MIDI pattern select and transpose, 
you can have any incoming MIDI note pitch trigger the gate without worrying about using 
one specific note. 

In Thru mode, the notes are ignored and simply sent out along with midiDREAMs normal 
sequencer output. 

PGM change input

This control determines how incoming MIDI Program Change messages are processed. If 
set to PATT, then MIDI program changes 0-15 will change the current pattern to 1-16. If 
program change 16 is received the current pattern is decreased by one. If 17 is received it 
is increased by one. 

If this control is set to PGM THRU then program change messages are ignored and 
passed through the plugin. 

Pattern change type selector

Use this control to select how and when to change patterns. 
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- Step, change pattern on the next step 
- Jump, change pattern on the next step and stay on the same step # 
- End, wait until the current sequence finishes and then change pattern 
- Bar, wait until you reach the next sync boundary and then change 

Sync division selector

The Sync division control allows you to set when sync boundaries happen. This 
determines when the sequencer switches from the current pattern to the next one. If you 
choose 4 bars and have set pattern change type to Sync, pattern changes will happen 
when the AU host’s timeline reaches the next multiple of 4 bars - so at 0.0, 4.0, 8.0, etc on 
its timeline. This can be particularly useful if you have multiple sequencers running in your 
host and want to keep them all in sync. 

NANO KONTROL toggle

The Nano Kontrol button is used to process incoming CC messages that are intended to 
be mapped to sliders and buttons. Several popular hardware MIDI controllers, such as the 
Korg NanoKontrol, only have 8 faders. This is intended to make it easier to use with those 
and particularly with the NanoKontrol. 

More information and specifics on using the NanoKontrol with midiDREAMs can be found 
in the “Some things to try with midiDREAMs” section at the end of the manual.  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midiDRUMS x0x grid drum sequencer 

midiDRUMs is a straightforward drum sequencer plugin based on the x0x and grid style 
drum sequencers often used in electronic music. It also has a few little tricks up its sleeve 
to make things a bir more interesting interesting, such as some basic per part probability 
and parameter-lock style velocity sequencing. Like midiDREAMs it was designed from the 
very beginning as a MIDI AUv3 plugin for the iPad, so when developing it and deciding on 
which features to include and how the interface should look and feel, the focus was on 
making it easy and fun to use within the iOS AUv3 environment. 

Drum Grid 

The center of this sequencer is the drum grid, where you turn individual drum triggers on 
and off using an 8x16 grid. Each row of the grid represents what a single drum part is 
doing over 16 steps, moving left to right. Each column represents one drum step in time, 
with eight different parts turned on or off for that particular step in time. 
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As the sequencer is played, it moves step by step, left to right, and any part that has a grid 
that is highlighted for that step is played for that step. 

While the grid shows 16 steps (left to right), you can set a sequence’s length to anywhere 
from 1-64 steps. For more on how to change the length see the Drum Step Indicators 
below. 

A sequence will always have 8 parts (bottom to top), but you don’t have to use them all if 
you don’t want to. If a part’s row has none of the grid’s turned on, then it will not do 
anything. 

Drum Part Mute Buttons 

To the left of the grid are ten squares with name tags that identify which part they 
represent. In the image above, from bottom to top you can see “BD”, “SD”, “CP”, “CH” 
etc. The part corresponds with the grid row to the right, so for example, “BD” indicates the 
row of 16 squares to the right represent the steps of the Bass Drum part. 

Tapping the Drum Part Mute buttons will turn those parts off and on, no matter what steps 
have been set in the grid. So if you have a pattern going and want to remove the snares, 
tap “SD” and all the snare triggers will stop firing. Tap “SD” again and they will start firing 
again. This allows you to build up and break down patterns by bringing parts in and out, 
without having to create a new pattern that explicitly does or doesn’t trigger that part. 

Drum Step Indicators 

Steps 1-16, step lights up and the sequence moves. If you want to change the sequence 
length, long press the step number to set the end of the sequence to that step. 

Use the <  and  >  peek buttons to look at higher sets of 16 steps, up to 49-64, and use 
those step buttons to change the pattern to be as long as 64 steps. 
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Velocity / Probability Sliders 

Yellow for velocity, red for probability. Sets the velocity or probability value for that step, for 
that part. 

Velocity / Probability Part Grid Buttons 

Below the slider, a single row of the grid, lets you turn the steps of that part on and off. 
Less useful in tall UI mode but can still be nice since directly below the sliders. 

VEL / PROB Slider Part Select Buttons 

Select which part you are currently editing the velocity or probability of. One part is active 
at a time. 
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DRUM/VEL/PROB Toggle Button 

The DRUM/VEL/PROB selection buttons allow you to choose between the DRUM grid, 
VELocity bars, and PROBability/CC bars views. If you are using the larger full screen UI 
both the drum grid and one of the bars views will both be visible at the same time, so there 
will only be two buttons to toggle between the VEL and PROB bar views. 

Pattern Select Buttons 

The Pattern Select buttons choose the current sequence pattern to be played from one of 
the sixteen available patterns. If the host timeline is stopped the change will happen 
immediately. If a sequence is currently playing, the pattern change may be queued, 
depending on the Pattern Sync settings in the Settings popover. 

Settings Button 

Tapping this button brings up the midiDRUMs Settings menu popover described later in 
the manual. 

Tools Button 

Tapping this button brings up the midiDRUMs Tools menu popover described later in the 
manual. 
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Re-Sync Button 

The Re-Sync button is used to reset and re-sync a currently playing sequence. If you 
change the sequence length or note speed of a drum sequence and have other 
sequencers running, your midiDRUMs sequence might fall out of sync with the others. 
Tapping Re-Sync will restart the sequence at step 1 once you reach the next sync 
boundary, hopefully bringing everything back into place. The Sync boundary is set in the 
Settings menu popover. 

Speed Buttons 

The Note Speed buttons determine how fast the sequencer moves through the sequence 
steps in relation to the host timeline. The host will set the overall tempo of the sequences, 
but these speed buttons allow you to set the speed of the sequence steps to 1/8, 1/16 or 
1/32 notes at that tempo. This can be changed dynamically as the sequence plays, either 
through these buttons or through AU parameters, but you may fall out of sync with other 
sequences if you do so. 
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midiDRUMs Popover Menus 

TOOLS Popover 
 

Clear pattern tools


The Clear In Pattern buttons are used to clear all or specific parts of the current pattern. 
PITCH will clear just the drum grid, VEL will clear the velocity bars, and PROB will clear the 
probability/CC bars. If you want to completely clear the current pattern, ALL will clear all 
three. 

Copy / paste pattern tools


The Copy In Pattern tools can be used to copy and paste all of a pattern, or specific parts 
of it, to another pattern. The tools always work on the current pattern, so the workflow is 
to COPY what you want, leave the Tools popover, move to the pattern you want to copy 
that data to, go back to the Tools popover, and PASTE it into the second pattern. 
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You can COPY all of the current pattern, or use PITCH to copy just the drum grid, VEL to 
copy the velocity bars, or PROB to copy the probability/CC bars. 
PASTE will only paste into the current pattern the parts that were last copied. 

Double pattern length tool, 16->32


The Pattern Length tool is a utility function used to quickly increase the length of a pattern. 
If you have created a 16 bar pattern, tapping 16->32 will copy data from the 1-16 steps 
into steps 17-32 and set the pattern length to 32. This can be useful to then tweak the 
second set of steps 17-32, perhaps with an extra snare and kick and a couple hats, so 
that your 32 step pattern is similar to the original 16 steps with a little variation or fill. 

Often times when I start a song I bang out a quick 16 step drum pattern to get going, then 
later come back and want to make everything a little more interesting. After inevitably 
doing this manually many times and having to copy and re-tap the first set of steps into the 
second set of steps by ear/eye, I decided to add these buttons to make that whole 
process a little quicker. 

Re-sync button


The Re-sync button here is the same as the Re-sync button described above that appears 
in the larger full screen UI. It is used to reset and re-synchronize the sequencer to the AU 
host timeline. It was also placed in the tools menu since it doesn’t appear in the wide and 
short UI that is the default in many hosts. 
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Settings popover 

MIDI/SYNC tab 

MIDI channel

Sets the default MIDI channel to use for the MIDI notes that the sequencer is sending. 
Note that in the KIT tab you can set a specific MIDI channel setting for each part, which will 
override this setting. If you don’t do that, this setting will be used for the MIDI channel. 

Note that the GM standard for drum machines is MIDI channel 10, so many hardware 
drum machines are set there by default. 

Sync type

Use this control to select how and when to change patterns. 
- Step, change pattern on the next step 
- Jump, change pattern on the next step and stay on the same step # 
- End, wait until the current sequence finishes and then change pattern 
- Sync, wait until you reach the next sync boundary and then change 

Sync time

The Sync time control allows you to set when sync boundaries happen. This determines 
when the sequencer switches from the current pattern to the next one. If you choose 4 
bars and have set pattern change type to Sync, pattern changes will happen when the AU 
host’s timeline reaches the next multiple of 4 bars - so at 0.0, 4.0, 8.0, etc on its timeline. 
This can be particularly useful if you have multiple sequencers running in your host and 
want to keep them all in sync. 
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MIDI panic button

The MIDI Panic button sends a MIDI Panic message to the output. Most synthesizers and 
other MIDI devices will respond to this by stopping what they’re doing and turning off all 
currently playing notes. This is useful if you have somehow ended up with droning stuck 
MIDI notes and want to turn them off. 

Trigger type

Determines how the sequencer will decide to increment to the next step. The normal 
default is CLOCK mode, which uses the AU host timeline to move the sequencer from one 
step to the next at the appropriate time according to the host’s tempo. In GATE mode the 
sequencer waits for MIDI input, when it receives a gate note it advances the sequencer 
one step. This can be used to create some interesting rhythmic variations. 

MIDI Note Input selector

The MIDI Note Input selector allows you to choose how incoming MIDI notes sent to the 
midiDRUMs AUv3 plugin will be handled. 

In Control mode, incoming notes control the current pattern and allow you to transpose 
sequences. MIDI notes 12-27 correspond to patterns 1-16, when these notes are received 
its equivalent to pressing that pattern button. MIDI note 36 controls the gate input, in this 
mode this is the only note that will trigger the gate and advance the sequencer if Clock 
Trigger has been set to gate. 

Gate mode is intended to be used when Clock Trigger has been set to gate. In Gate mode 
any MIDI note received will trigger the gate, which if you are in the gate Clock Trigger mode 
means the sequencer will advance. While Control mode has a specific MIDI note to do 
this, the advantage of Gate mode is if you don’t need MIDI pattern select and transpose, 
you can have any incoming MIDI note pitch trigger the gate without worrying about using 
one specific note. 

In Thru mode, the notes are ignored and simply sent out along with midiDREAMs normal 
sequencer output. 

PGM change input

This control determines how incoming MIDI Program Change messages are processed. If 
set to PATT, then MIDI program changes 0-15 will change the current pattern to 1-16. If 
program change 16 is received the current pattern is decreased by one. If 17 is received it 
is increased by one. 
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If this control is set to PGM THRU then program change messages are ignored and 
passed through the plugin. 
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SEQUENCER tab 
 

Sequence speed

The Sequence Speed buttons determine how fast the sequencer moves through the 
sequence steps in relation to the host timeline. The host will set the overall tempo of the 
sequences, but these speed buttons allow you to set the speed of the sequence steps to 
1/8, 1/16 or 1/32 notes at that tempo. This can be changed dynamically as the sequence 
plays, either through these buttons or through AU parameters, but you may fall out of sync 
with other sequences if you do so. 

Swing slider

Sets the amount of swing timing for the sequence. With no swing, the first note and 
second note played will be the same length. With a lot of swing, the first note will last 
longer and the second will be shorter, resulting in a swinging to galloping groove. 

Default length slider

Sets the length of all MIDI notes. Drum machines and drum plugins generally pay attention 
to MIDI note on, which triggers the drum hit, but don’t care about the timing of the note 
off. Normally you shouldn’t need to change this but if you are controlling something a little 
more finicky or using midiDRUMs to control a synth you can adjust the timing of the note 
off here. 
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Part selector

The other settings controls in this tab are set on a per-part basis. Each drum part has its 
own default velocity setting, random velocity variation amount, etc. Use the Part selector to 
choose the part you wish to edit the individual parameters of. 

Part VELocity slider

This sets the default MIDI velocity for the given part. When you trigger, for example, a BD 
Bass Drum note, the MIDI note that gets sent will use this velocity unless that step has 
been specifically over-written using the velocity bars for the sequence. 

Part RANdom-Velocity slider

This slider sets the amount of random variation in the velocity of MIDI notes sent for this 
particular part. It affects both steps that use the default velocity and steps that have a 
velocity explicitly set using the velocity bars. When the Random-Velocity slider is set 
towards the bottom, there is little to no variation added to the expected velocity of the 
drum notes. Move it towards the top and the velocity starts to vary significantly. Adding a 
little variation to repetitive parts like hi-hats can liven them up a little. 

Part RANdom-CC slider

This slider sets the amount of random variation in the value of MIDI CC messages sent for 
this particular part. It will only have an effect if the Probability bars of this part are set to 
send a MIDI CC rather than use Probability Mute, and a CC value has been set for that 
step using the red Probability view bars. When the Random-CC slider is set towards the 
bottom, there is little to no variation added to the expected CC value. Move it towards the 
top and the CC starts to vary significantly from its set value. This can be used to make 
sequences and parts that use CCs a little less repetitive. 

Part PROB / MIDI CC# selector

This PROB/CC selector is used to choose what the red PROB view bars control for this 
specific part. You can either have them control a Probability chance that a note will be 
muted or they can send a specific MIDI CC that can be used as an Elektron style 
parameter-lock for part on that step. You can use this for example to have a CC to change 
the decay on a hi hat, or the tone of a snare drum, or the pitch of a tom tom, to be slightly 
different on each step. 
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CONFIG KIT tab 

PRESET KIT type

A bunch of drum kit presets for MIDI-capable drum machines that I own. Most drum kits 
will respond to a GM DRUM kit, you can also create your own CUSTOM kit for your own 
instruments and use an AU preset to save it for later use. 

A couple of the kits, Volca Sample and RYTM, give you an example of how you can create 
a kit that uses different MIDI channels for the different parts. 

Part selector

To create a kit you want to assign a tag, MIDI note #, and MIDI channel # for each part. 
Use the part selector to choose which drum part the TAG, NOTE, and CHAN selectors will 
be setting. 

Part name TAG

The TAG field of a drum part is used to name it within midiDRUMs. It has no effect on what 
is sent by the sequencer, its just used on the main page to visually identify that part as the 
Bass Drum (BD), Snare Drum (SD), etc. You can however tag the Bass Drum part as a 
Closed Hat (CH) and nothing will change other than confusing yourself in the future when 
you re-open the project. 
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Part MIDI NOTE

This is the MIDI note # that is sent by the sequencer for this particular part. You want to 
this to match the MIDI note your drum machine or plugin expects to see for the drum part 
you want to trigger.  

Part MIDI CHANNEL

This is the MIDI channel # that is used by the sequencer for this particular part. If you 
choose “-“, which is what you usually want to do, it will instead use the default MIDI 
channel that is set in the MIDI/SYNC tab. However there are some hardware drum 
machines that like the separate drum parts by MIDI channel, such as the Volca Sample 
and Electron RYTM, and you can use this to configure them. 
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Troubleshooting midiDREAMs and midiDRUMs 

midiDREAMs or midiDRUMs should be working but don’t seem to be working? The 
following suggestions may seem obvious but these are problems I’ve run into myself at 
one point or another, got mad at my own dumb app for not working right, then realized 
there was an obvious or not so obvious answer. Here’s a few ideas on things to look for 
when things go wrong: 

Check MIDI inputs and outputs 

If you are connected in an AU host to a synthesizer plugin, make sure there’s a virtual 
connection between midiDREAMs and the synthesizer. Very basic I know but lots of times I 
load both midiDREAMs and another plugin and forget to do this. Also make sure the synth 
plugin is on a patch that makes noise, that it’s channel isn’t muted, that your headphones 
are plugged in, etc. 

If you are using an external MIDI interface, such as a USB MIDI interface plugged into the 
camera kit, first make sure its name appears in your host app as a destination and you’re 
connected to it. Next make sure the external synth is on a patch that makes sound, and 
that its volume and mixer connection and your headphones/speakers are all working. 
Finally check the MIDI channel to make sure the channel being sent from midiDREAMs 
matches the channel the synth is receiving notes on. 

Tweak the buffer size in the host 

midiDREAMs will run at any buffer size, but when using very quick and precise MIDI 
sequences that are being sent to other AUv3 synth and drum plugins, I’ve found that MIDI 
apps tend to work together best with the buffer size at 256 samples and below. If you are 
having trouble with timing or notes being missed, and are running at a large buffer size 
such as 1024, try adjusting the buffer size to 128 or 256 and see if it helps. 

midiDREAMs stuck in weird mode 

There are a few special modes in midiDREAMs you can get “stuck” in if you accidentally 
press a button or forget you’re in that mode: 
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- Play mode, set with the rec/play button, will bring up different buttons and prevent 
recording and step editing 

- Play - Control mode, set with the rec/play and thru/ctrl buttons, will change patterns 
and transpose your sequence based on MIDI input 

- Transpose mode once set will stick there until you set it back 
- Overwrite mode, set in the options menu, affects how things are recorded 
- Gate mode, set in the options menu, affects stepping through the sequencer 

Try another sequencer app or controller 

Troubleshooting MIDI can be a real pain in the ass. Typically you have a long chain of 
sequencers, working through a host, sending notes to a synthesizer, which makes sound 
that are then routed to headphones or speakers, and any step along this chain can be a 
problem. If nothing seems to be working and you can’t figure out why, the best approach 
is to eliminate potential problems one step in the chain at a time. 

Instead of using midiDREAMs, use your host app’s built-in keyboard control and connect it 
to the synth plugin you want to use. Does that make sound? 

If you’re using external hardware synthesizers you can do the same thing and use the host 
app’s virtual keyboard to send MIDI out to the synth. If it works, you know the problem is in 
midiDREAMs or connecting between midiDREAMs and the interface. If it doesn’t work, 
you know the problem is somewhere between the host app, the interface, and the synth. 
Try connecting an external MIDI controller or using another host app so you can eliminate 
potential problems one by one. 

Another good approach is to use a different MIDI sequencer plugin (Fugue Machine, Bram 
Bos, etc) in the same host, connect it to the same synth, and see if that works. If it does, 
then you can more safely assume the problem is with midiDREAMs. If that doesn’t work 
either, you need to figure out where else in the chain the problem might be.  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Some things to try with midiDREAMs and midiDRUMs 

midiDREAMs and midiDRUMs were designed to be simple MIDI sequencers with some 
interesting additional twists and quirks. Here are some ideas and examples of ways that 
you can use those additional features. 

Adding randomization 

At its heart, a MIDI sequencer’s job is to repeat the same sequence of notes over and over. 
A lot of the time this is exactly what you want it to do: have it spit out the notes that you 
put in. Sometimes though you might want to mix things up a little and create a bit of 
variation in the patterns to make things a little more interesting. midiDREAMs has several 
features designed to let you do exactly that. 

Random variations to velocity, length


In the notes tab of the Options menu there are two sliders labeled “ran vel” and “ran len” 
that control the amount of random variation in MIDI velocity and note length that is 
calculated into each step. This variation will be recalculated each time the step is played, 
so the character of the notes coming out of the sequencer are always a little different. This 
is a great way to add a little subtle humanization to a precise, robotic sequence of notes so 
they don’t sound quite as rigid. As the sliders are moved to right right it can also be used 
to dramatic effect for a much more random chaotic sequence. 

Mute, skip, reset probability


midiDREAMs also allows per-step probability functions that allow you to have a chance to 
mute or skip notes, or reset the sequence step to the beginning of the sequence. 

Muting notes is a good way to create some variation by occasionally removing or add a 
new note to a repeating sequence, while keeping the same sequence length and rhythmic 
structure. 

Using skip probability gives you a chance at changing the length of the overall sequence, 
so not only will a note not be played, but the entire sequence might fall out of or into sync 
with other sequences that are playing. 
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Reset probability can be used to add optional sections at the end of your existing 
sequence, so that for instance occasionally a fill sub-sequence is played. If you have 
several steps that have a chance at resetting the sequence you can change the character 
of that sequence dramatically. You can also use it, like skip, to change the overall 
sequence length and thus how that sequence syncs up with other sequences, or doesn’t 
sync. 

External control of randomization


Finally, you can link up external controllers, sequencers, or modulators to various 
midiDREAMs AU parameters to randomize or change sequences outside of the 
midiDREAMs sequencer itself. For example you could use my app midiLFOs to gradually 
raise and lower the random note velocity variation described above so that some of the 
time a repeating sequence uses very random velocity values and then it settles back to a 
fixed programmed velocity, and then back again. You can similarly vary things like note 
speed, trigger steps at random times with gates in gate trigger mode, etc. Things can get 
really weird really fast. 
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Gate triggers 

midiDREAMs is normally triggered by and synced to the clock, which in the plugin is 
provided by the AU host. But like the old analog sequencers that inspired it, midiDREAMs 
can be configured in the Options menu to instead be triggered by incoming Gate 
messages. Each time a Gate Trigger (MIDI note 36 when in Control mode, any MIDI note in 
Gate mode) is received or the AU parameter for Gate Trigger is triggered, the sequencer 
will move forward one step. The host’s timeline will be ignored. 

One use for this is setting up interesting rhythmic sequences using another sequencer, or 
even just another instance of midiDREAMs. Have an instance of midiDRUMs synced to the 
host timeline and playing back a sequence of GM kick drum notes and rests, something 
along the lines of: 

Kick Kick Rst Kick Rst Rst 

Now connect the output of the midiDRUMs sequencer to the input of an instance of 
midiDREAMs which is in both Gate Trigger mode, and Control or Gate Input modes. Fill its 
sequence with some notes, something like D1 E1 F1 G1. You will get a sequence that 
goes: 

D1 E1 Rest F1 Rest Rest G1 D1 Rest E1 Rest Rest F1 G1 Rest … 

Using two sequencers with different sequence lengths, and notes and rests in both, can 
create some interesting patterns that use all the notes you want, and the rhythm you want, 
but which repeats itself a whole lot less. Add in some gate, skip and reset step 
probabilities in both sequencers and things start to get really interesting. 

You can also hook up a MIDI AUv3 modulation effect, such as my midiLFOs plugin, and 
use that to trigger the gate through AU parameters. Have midiLFOs use a square wave 
LFO. Map the MIDI CC output of midiLFOs to the AU parameter of midiLFOs for Trigger 
Gate. Now your midiDREAMs sequence will play at the rate you set in midiLFOs. Since 
that rate in midiLFOs can be modulated by other LFOs in the app, you can get sequences 
that speed up, slow down, randomly go all over the place, etc. 
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Unlocked velocity / length / probability sequences 

More ideas will be added here. 

Using midiDREAMs with a NanoKontrol 2 

In the settings menu, midiDREAMs has a button where you can turn “NANO2 MODE” on 
and off. This mode is intended to make it easy to use the 8 sliders, 8 knobs, and 8x3 
buttons of the nanoKontrol 2 with the 16 steps of midiDREAMs. 

When you turn NANO2 mode on, you will notice a faint bar over the first 8 steps of the 
sequence. This is telling you which steps the 8 sliders, knobs and button are controlling. 
Hook up the nanoKontrol2 hardware and connect it to the midiDREAMs MIDI input, and 
you will find the 8 sliders control the currently visible midiDREAMs sliders underneath that 
faint bar. The knobs of the nanoKontrol2 will control a second parameter, if you are 
currently in NOTE mode (orange sliders) the knobs will change the velocity of the steps 
under the faint bar. If you are in any other mode (midiDREAMs sliders are yellow, green or 
purple), the knobs will control the pitch of that step. 

The 8 “S” buttons in the nanoKontrol2 will control the gate, the 8 “M” buttons will control 
the skip row, and the 8 “R” buttons control the last step. 

Pressing “SET” on the nanoKontrol2 will toggle between the different slider views: orange 
pitch notes, yellow velocity, green length, purple probability. The left and right buttons next 
to SET under the MARKER heading will move you forward or back 8 steps in the 
sequence. You will see the faint bar above the steps change as you move, if you are on 
steps 1-8 and press right the bar will move over steps 9-16. Press it again and the page 
moves so you are over steps 17-24, with steps 25-32 to the right of it. 

The left and right buttons at the top under the TRACK heading allow you to control the 
current pattern number. Tap right to move to the next pattern, left to move to the previous 
pattern. 

These mappings allow you to control midiDREAMs through the nanoKontrol2 without 
touching the screen much, which can be nice. It’s a bonus feature I added on a whim and 
it didn’t turn out as useful as I’d hoped but I kept it in there. I find it most useful to play 
around with 8 step sequences. 
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Using AU Parameters 

midiDREAMS AU parameters

Trigger 
Pattern 
Note Length (default) 
Note Velocity (default) 
Random Len 
Random Vel 
Random CC 
Seq Step 
Vel Step 
Len Step 
Prob Step 
Swing 
Note Speed 
Note Direction 
Reset 
Last Step 
Transpose 
Root Note (default) 
Root Octave (default) 
Root Key (default) 
Ratchet Toggle 
Ratchet Speed 
Re-Sync 
Mute 
Toggle Mute 

midiDRUMs

Trigger 
Pattern 
Note Length (default) 
Sequence Step 
Swing 
Note Speed 
Reset 
Last Step 
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Re-Sync 
Mute Sequencer 
Toggle Mute Sequencer 
Mute Part 1 
Mute Part 2 
Mute Part 3 
Mute Part 4 
Mute Part 5 
Mute Part 6 
Mute Part 7 
Mute Part 8 

More ideas will be added here. 
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Using MIDI CCs 

midiDREAMS MIDI CC inputs


CC#0-CC#15, controls the 16 visible step sliders 
CC#16-CC#32, controls 16 steps of velocity if in orange step slider mode, otherwise pitch 
CC#32-47, toggles the 16 visible gate buttons 
CC#48-55, toggles 8 skip buttons (note only first 8 steps on screen) 
CC#64-71, toggles 8 last step buttons (note only first 8 steps on screen) 
CC#58, pattern down 
CC#59, pattern up 
CC#60, cycle through step slider display types (orange, yellow, green, purple) 
CC#61, move the display minus 16 steps 
CC#62, move the display plus 16 steps 
CC#78, trigger 
CC#79, current sequence step 
CC#80, sequence pitch 
CC#81, default velocity 
CC#82, default length 
CC#83, note speed 
CC#84, reset sequence 
CC#85, resync sequence 
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